Bachelor's Degree Program

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Educational program Religious Studies aims at training of specialists having knowledge in the areas of theory and history of religion, history of religious art, social philosophy and cultural anthropology in order to allow graduates to apply their skills to the work in public administration, cultural and educational institutions.

**Prerequisites:**
- certificate of the previous education (school certificate or state-issued certificate of secondary vocational education)
- entrance exams are based on the Unified State Examination (USE) results: history / foreign language, social studies, Russian language
- entrance exams organized by SFU for certain categories of people having secondary vocational or higher education

**Skills/ objectives:**
Students get acquainted with the history of world and national religions while getting an insight into religious and sociocultural specificity of the Krasnoyarsk region.
- One of the basic disciplines of religious studies is the *history of religion*. As a part of the discipline, students examine how did religion originate and develop, as well as the specifics of the sociocultural links of a particular religion. In the beginning, the concept of the earliest forms of religion is formed, then the idea of the national and world religions. Scientific researches and results in this area are widely used by historians, culturologists, art historians, psychologists, and ethnographers.
- *Philosophy of Religion* is a complex discipline, which researches are dedicated to the philosophical understanding of nature, essence and meaning of religion, and the area of the sacred.
- *Psychology of the Religion*: this discipline focuses on the studies of the genesis of religious beliefs and religious behaviour, as well as related practices. The accent is put on the psychology of a religious person, their feelings and experiences.
- *Phenomenology of Religion* studies religious phenomena. The main objective of researchers is a formation of the concept of a particular religion as it exists, without ideological or attitudinal biases.
- *Sociology of Religion* examines religion as a social phenomenon, in other words, the way it interacts with the society, influences social behaviour of a particular person, groups or wholes societies.
- *Theory and Methodology of Religious Studies* allows students to get acquainted with and practise different methods of studying religion.
- Such disciplines as *Religious Art* or *History and Theory of Visual Arts* give the idea of the principal stages, periods and styles in art history and help to develop the skills of visual thinking.

**Contacts:**
- E-mail: NKoptseva@sfu-kras.ru
- Phone: +7 (391) 206-27-23
- Address: 82А/1 Svobodny pr., Room 4-52, 660041 Krasnoyarsk

Program length: 4 years
Starting date: September, 1st
Language of instruction: Russian
Tuition fee per year: 149,720 roubles (~2038 USD)
Program Leader: Natalya Koptseva

Doctor of Philosophy, Professor, Head of the Department of the Cultural Studies and Art History of the School of Humanities
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- Foreign Language
- History
- Philosophy
- Vital Activity Safety
- Physical Education and Sport
- Theory and Methodology of Religious Studies
- Philosophy of Religion
- History of Religion
- Sociology of Religion
- Psychology of Religion
- Aesthetics and Philosophy of Ancient World and Middle Ages
- Aesthetics and Philosophy of Modern and Recent History
- Sociocultural anthropology
- Religious Art
- Applied Physical Education and Sport
- History of Philosophy
- History and Theory of Visual Arts
- Concepts of Modern Natural Science
- Fundamentals of a Research Work
- History of Siberia, History of Music
- Theory and Practice of Effective Communication
- Informatics
- Psychology and Pedagogics
- History of Cinematography
- Economy and Economical Studies
- Modern Economical Processes
- Social Management
- Theory of Power and Social Groups
- Small Group Management
- Post-Industrial Technologies of Management
- Projects Activities in Publishing
- Project Management and Work with Composite Author
- Social Informing and Consulting Work
- Technologies of Exhibition Management
- History of Islam
- Islamic Fundamentalism
- Freedom of Conscience and Relations Government-Religion
- Legislation in the Religious Area
- New Religious Movements
- Religious of the Krasnoyarsk Region
- Anthropology of Religion
- Treatment of the Sacred in Rudolf Otto’s Philosophy
- Phenomenology of Religion
- Concept of Religion in Russian Philosophy
- Methodologies of Teaching of Religious Studies
- Fundamentals of Religious Culture and Secular Ethics as a School Discipline
- Post-Industrial Society and Its Perspectives
- Description and Analysis of Art Monuments
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